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From then to now

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

By Valentine Paulraj

Another quarter has rolled by and I
am grateful to GOD that you are there to
read and I am here to write. Sad and
embarrassing things have happened at Saint
Joseph’s College.
With deep sense of
sadness I wish to say, that, unfortunately one
or two rotten apples always spoil the
reputation of the many good and healthy
apples in a basket. But our education and
experience should prevail and help us
understand that we have been blessed with
selfless service by many and it would be
unfair to judge all by one. A few have
written to me condemning fathers in general
and even Christian organizations quoting
“

”.

And just as I had replied to all, I wish to say
“

if all the
is from the same
and
cooked at the same time” When we have
generations of selfless service provided over
many years, it is unfair for us to judge
everyone on the same
. This is the time
we need to stand by the right and condemn
the wrong. We need to pray for the affected
and hope the one who caused the damage is
accounted for. We extend our heart-felt
condolences to our SJC fathers due to the
sudden demise of Fr. P. Susai (Rector). May
his soul rest in peace and let's pray for him
and everyone at SJC.
Once again we thank all the
contributors and we assure you that your
ideas, suggestions and recommendations for
improvement are welcome and we would
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love to cater to any of your needs based on its
popularity.
We encourage you to write to the news
letter sharing your experience during and
after SJC. Remember to stay connected and
until we meet again do not forget that
“United we stand, divided we fall”.
Also remember that we all have been
blessed and that is why we are what we are
today. Let the blessings not just stop with us
but let us reach out and be a blessing to
others in the days and years to come. Wishing
you all a very blessed Christmas and a
prosperous New 2011.
With warm wishes
Valentine Paulraj
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Here are some quotable quotes
Compiled by Rajasekar B. Com 1979
It's not the load that weighs you down but the way you
carry it.
An adventure is only an inconvenience rightly
considered. An inconvenience is only an adventure
wrongly considered.
--- G.K. Chesterton
Love is the only thing that can be divided without being
diminished.
We all judge others, but we all hate it when others
judge us.
The difference between genius and stupidity is that
genius has its limits.
You have to decide whether you are going to ride the
waves or make them.
Vision is the art of seeing things invisible.
It is better to deserve honors and not have them than

to have them and not deserve them.

--- Mark Twain

It is your attitude more than your aptitude that will
determine your altitude!
--- Dr. Gary V. Carter
You can't change the past, but you can ruin the present
by worrying over the future.
It is wise to forgive your enemies, but wiser to remember
their names.
If anyone speaks badly of you, live in such a way that
none will believe it.
Life is a journey, not a guided tour.

--- Bryan Rehard

Everything has beauty but not everyone sees it.
I had a rose named after me and I was very flattered. But
I was not pleased to read the description in the catalog:
No good in a bed, but fine against a wall. - Eleanor
Roosevelt

Recipe for your taste
By Nagarjuna B.Sc Chem 1969

Madurai Mutton Chukka Recipe
Procedure:

Ingredients:
1. Aniseed
2. Chilly powder
3. Corriander powder
4. Cumin powder
5. Curry leaves
6. Mutton (boneless)
7. Pepper powder
8. Salt
9. Sesame Oil
10. Small onions
11. Sunflower Oil
12. Turmeric Powder
13. Water

half teaspoon
two teaspoon
six teaspoon
two teaspoon
ten pieces
two pounds
one teaspoon
to taste
two teaspoons
half pound
five tablespoons
one pinch
100 ml

1. Cut mutton into small pieces.
2. Add mutton, Water Turmeric & salt and
cook in medium heat in a cooker for 4
whistles.
3. Cut small onion in rounds and fry it in oil
and add curry leaves and aniseeds and fry
4. Add mutton (with gravy), chilly powder,
coriander powder & cumin powder and fry
till water evaporates and mutton gets brown
coloured & emits aroma
5. Add sesame oil and pepper powder; mix
and serve.
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Something to smile

A Sardar is so dumb

By Suresh BSc Mathematics 1971

1. When he writes at the bottom of the application

Two sardars are walking down the street. One notices a

2. When he heard that 90% of all crimes were

vanity box on the sidewalk and leans down to pick it up. He
opens it, looks in the mirror and says, "Hmm, this person
looks familiar." The second sardar says, "Here, let me see!"

where it says "sign here," he writes Sagittarius.
committed around the home, he moved.
3. It took him months to figure out he could use his AM
radio at night.

So the first sardar hands him the compact. The second one

4. He thinks Taco Bell is a Mexican Phone Company.

looks in the mirror and says, "You dummy, it's me!"

5. He sold his car so he would have gas money.
6. He looked into a box of Cheerios and said, "OH,

*******************************************************
A sardar suspects his girlfriend of cheating on him, so he
goes out and buys a gun. He goes to her apartment
unexpectedly and when he opens the door he finds her in
the arms of a man. Well, the sardar is really angry. He pulls
his gun out, and as he does so he is overcome with grief. He
takes the gun and puts it to his head. The girlfriend yells,
"No, honey, don't do it." The sardar replies, "Shut up, you're
next."
*******************************************************
A sardar was bragging about his knowledge of state capitals.
He proudly says, "Go ahead, ask me, I know all of them." A
friend says, "O.K., what's the capital of Wisconsin?" The
sardar replies, "Oh, that's easy, W."
**************************************************
A sardar had just totaled his car in a horrific accident.
Miraculously, he managed to pry himself from the wreckage
without a scratch and was adjusting his turban when the
state trooper arrived. "My God!" the trooper gasped. "Your
car looks like an accordion that was stomped on by an
elephant. Are you OK sir?" "Yes, officer, I'm just fine!" the
sardar said. "Well, how in the world did this happen?" the
officer asked as he surveyed the wrecked car. "Officer, it was
the strangest thing!" the sardar began. "I was driving along
this road when from out of nowhere this TREE pops up in
front of me. So I swerved to the right, and there was another
tree! I swerved to the left and there was ANOTHER tree! I
swerved to the right and there was another tree! I swerved to
the left and there was..." "Uh, sir", the officer said, cutting
him off. "There isn't a tree on this road for 30 miles. That was
your air freshener swinging back and forth".

LOOK!! Donutseeds!!"
7. He couldn't be a pharmacist because he can't fit the
bottle in the typewriter.
What is common between: Krishna, Ram, Gandhiji & Jesus?
Sardarji replied : All are born on Government Holidays.
Teacher to a Sardar: A=B=C, so A=C, give me an example,
Sardar : I love you, you love your daughter, so I love your
daughter.
Sardar bought a new mobile. He called everyone from his
phone book & said "My mobile No. has changed, earlier it
was Nokia 3310 & now it is 6610"
Santa : I am a proud Sardar, my son is in Medical College.
Banta : Really, what is he studying?
Santa : No he is not studying, they're studying him.
Sardar falls in love with a nurse.
He writes a love letter to her, "I love you sister".
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Peace of Mind!!
By Justin Jebastin (1999)
Once a wise man was travelling with a few of his followers. While they were passing a
lake, he told one of his disciples, "I am thirsty. Do get me some water from the lake."
The disciple walked up to the lake. At that moment, a bullock cart started crossing
through the lake. As a result, the water became very muddy and turbid. The disciple
thought, "How can I give this muddy water to the wise seer to drink?"
So he came back and told to the wise man, "The water in there is very muddy. I don't
think it is fit to drink."
After about half an hour, again the wise man asked the same disciple to go back to the
lake to fetch water.
The disciple went back, and found that the water was still muddy. He returned and
informed the wise man that the water was still murky and not fit for drinking.
After sometime, again the wise man asked the same disciple to go back.
This time, the disciple found the mud had settled down, and the water was clean and
clear. So he collected some water in a pot and brought it to the wise man.
The wise man looked at the water, and then he looked up at the disciple and said,"
Now, see what you did to make the water clean. All you did was to let it be, and the mud
settled down on its own -- and you have clear water”.
Your mind is like that too! When it is disturbed, just let it be. Give it a little time. It will
settle down on its own. You don't have to put in any effort to calm it down. It will happen.
It is effortless."
Having 'Peace of Mind' is not a strenuous job; it is an effortless process!

TREAT EVERYONE WITH POLITENESS
EVEN THOSE WHO ARE RUDE TO YOU
NOT BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT NICE
BUT BECAUSE YOU ARE NICE.
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Appreciation
(Dr. Chandrasekar PUC 1977)
One young academically excellent person went to apply for a managerial position in a big
company.
He passed the first interview; the director had to do the final interview, to make the all important
decision. The director discovered from the CV that the youth's academic achievements were
excellent all the way, from the secondary school until the postgraduate research, never had a
year gone by when he did not score distinction.
At the interview, the director asked, "Did you obtain any scholarships in school?" The youth
answered "none, sir".
The director asked, "Was it your father who paid for your school fees?"
The youth answered, "My father passed away when I was one year old, it was my mother who
paid for my school fees.
The director asked, "Where did your mother work?"
The youth answered, "My mother worked as a maid at different homes.
The director then requested the youth to show his hands. The youth showed a pair of hands that
were smooth and perfect.
The director asked, "Have you ever helped your mother wash clothes or clean utensils?"
The youth answered, "No sir, my mother always wanted me to study and read more books.
Furthermore, my mother can wash clothes faster than me”.
The director said, "I have a request. When you go back today, go and clean your mother's
hands, and then see me tomorrow morning.”
The youth felt that his chance of landing the job was high after all it was quite an easy task to
clean his mother’s hands. When he went back, he happily requested his mother to let him clean
her hands. His mother felt strange, happy but with mixed feelings, she showed her hands to her
loving son.
The youth cleaned his mother's hands slowly. His tears fell as he did that. It was the first time he
noticed that his mother's hands were so wrinkled, and there were so many bruises in her hands.
Some bruises were so painful that his mother shivered when they were cleaned with water.
This was the first time the youth realized that it was this pair of hands that washed the clothes
everyday to enable him to pay the school fee. The bruises in the mother's hands were the price
that the mother had to pay for his graduation, academic excellence and his future.
After finishing the cleaning of his mother hands, the youth quietly washed all the remaining
clothes for his mother.
That night, the mother and son talked for a very long time and the boy realized all the struggles
the mother went through to help him become what he was that day.
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Next morning, the youth went to the director's office.
The Director noticed the tears in the youth's eyes, asked: "Can you tell me what have you done
and learned yesterday in your house?"
The youth answered, "I cleaned my mother's hand, and also finished cleaning all the remaining
clothes'
The Director asked, "please tell me your feelings."
The youth said, first and foremost, I now realized what is appreciation. Without my mother, I
would not have reached this level in my life. Secondly, by working together and helping my
mother, I realized how difficult and tough it is to get some things that appear easy, done. And
lastly, I have come to appreciate the importance and value of family relationship.
The director said, "This is what I am looking for to be in my manager. I want to recruit a person
who can appreciate the help of others, a person who knows the sufferings of others to get things
done, and a person who would not put money as his only goal in life. You are hired.
Later on, this young person worked very hard, and received the respect of his subordinates.
Every employee worked diligently and as a team. The company's performance improved
tremendously.
Children, who have been protected and habitually given whatever they wanted, would develop
"entitlement mentality" and would always put themselves first. They would be ignorant of their
parent's efforts. When they start work, they assume that every person must listen to them, and
when they become a manager, they would never know the sufferings of their employees and
would always blame others. These children, who may be good academically, may be successful
for a while, but eventually would not feel a sense of achievement. They will grumble and be full
of hatred and fight for more. If we are this kind of protective parents, are we really showing love
or are we destroying the children instead? You can let your child live in a big house, eat a good
meal, learn piano, watch a big screen TV etc, etc. But when you are cutting grass, please let
them experience it. After a meal, let them wash their plates and bowls together with their
brothers and sisters. It is not because you do not have money to hire a maid, but it is because
you want to love them in a right way. You want them to understand, no matter how rich their
parents are, one day their hair will grow gray, same as the mother of that young person.
The most important thing is your child should learn how to appreciate the efforts and experience
the difficulties and learn the abilities to work with others to get things done.
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UNDERSTANDING HOW THE BRAIN WORKS
It's important to understand the complexity of the human brain. The human brain weighs
only three pounds but is estimated to have about 100 billion cells. It is hard to get a handle on a
number that large (or connections that small). Let's try to get an understanding of this
complexity by comparing it with something humans have created--the entire phone system for
the planet. If we took all the phones in the world and all the wires (there are over four billion
people on the planet), the number of connections and the trillions of messages per day would
NOT equal the complexity or activity of a single human brain. Now let's take a "small problem"-break every phone in Michigan and cut every wire in the state. How long would it take for the
entire state (about 15 million people) to get phone service back? A week, a month, or several
years? If you guessed several years, you are now beginning to see the complexity of
recovering from a head injury. In the example I used, Michigan residents would be without
phone service while the rest of the world had phone service that worked fine. This is also true
with people who have a head injury. Some parts of the brain will work fine while others are in
need of repair or are slowly being reconnected.
AN ELECTRICAL AND CHEMICAL MACHINE
Let's start looking at the building blocks of the brain. As previously stated, the brain
consists of about 100 billion cells. Most of these cells are called neurons. A neuron is basically
an on/off switch just like the one you
use to control the lights in your home.
It is either in a resting state (off) or it is
shooting an electrical impulse down a
wire (on). It has a cell body, a long
little wire (the "wire" is called an axon),
and at the very end it has a little part
that shoots out a chemical.
This
chemical goes across a gap (synapse)
where it triggers another neuron to
send a message. There are a lot of
these neurons sending messages
down a wire (axon). By the way, each
of these billions of axons is generating
a small amount of electrical charge; this total power has been estimated to equal a 60 watt bulb.
Doctors have learned that measuring this electrical activity can tell how the brain is working. A
device that measures electrical activity in the brain is called an EEG (electroencephalograph).
Each of the billions of neurons "spit out" chemicals that trigger other neurons. Different
neurons use different types of chemicals. These chemicals are called "transmitters" and are
given names like epinephrine, norepinephrine, or dopamine. Pretty simple, right? Well, no.
Even in the simplified model that I'm presenting, it gets more complex.
IS THE BRAIN ONE BIG COMPUTER?
Is the brain like a big phone system (because it has a lot of connections) or is it one big
computer with ON or OFF states (like the zeros and ones in a computer)? Neither of the above
is correct.
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Let's look at the brain using a different model. Let's look at the brain as an orchestra. In
an orchestra, you have different musical sections. There is a percussion section, a string
section, a woodwind section, and so on. Each has its own job to do and must work closely with
the other sections. When playing music, each section waits for the conductor. The conductor
raises a baton and all the members of the orchestra begin playing at the same time playing on
the same note. If the drum section hasn't been practicing, they don't play as well as the rest of
the orchestra. The overall sound of the music seems “off” or plays poorly at certain times. This
is a better model of how the brain works. We used to think of the brain as a big computer, but
it's really like millions of little computers all working together.
GETTING INFORMATION IN AND OUT OF THE BRAIN
How does information come into the brain? A lot of information comes in through the
spinal cord at the base of the brain. Think of a spinal cord as a thick phone cable with
thousands of phone lines. If you cut that spinal cord, you won't be able to move or feel anything
in your body. Information goes OUT from the brain to make body parts (arms and legs) do their
job. There is also a great deal of INCOMING information (hot, cold, pain, joint sensation, etc.).
Vision and hearing do not go through the spinal cord but go directly into the brain. That’s why
people can be completely paralyzed (unable to move their arms and legs) but still see and hear
with no problems.
Information enters from the spinal cord and comes up the middle of the brain. It
branches out like a tree and goes to the surface of the brain. The surface of the brain is gray
due to the color of the cell bodies (that's why it's called the gray matter). The wires or axons
have a coating on them that's colored white (called white matter).
TWO BRAINS--LEFT AND RIGHT HEMISPHERE
We have two eyes, two hands, and two legs, so why not two brains? The brain is
divided in half, a right and left hemisphere. The right hemisphere does a different job than the
left. The right hemisphere deals more with visual activities and plays a role in putting things
together. For example, it takes visual information, puts it together, and says "I recognize that-that's a chair," or "that's a car" or "that's a house." It organizes or groups information together.
The left hemisphere tends to be the more analytical part; it analyzes information collected by the
right. It takes information from the right hemisphere and applies language to it. The right
hemisphere "sees" a house, but the left hemisphere says, "Oh yeah, I know whose house that
is--it's Uncle Bob's house."
So what happens if one side of the brain is injured? People who have an injury to the
right side of the brain "don't put things together" and fail to process important information. As a
result, they often develop a "denial syndrome" and say "there's nothing wrong with me." For
example, I treated a person with an injury to the right side of the brain--specifically, the back part
of the right brain that deals with visual information--and he lost half of his vision. Because the
right side of the brain was injured, it failed to "collect" information, so the brain did not realize
that something was missing. Essentially, this person was blind on one side but did not know it.
What was scary was that this person had driven his car to my office. After seeing the results of
the tests that I gave him, I asked, "Do you have a lot of dents on the left side of your car?” He
was amazed that I magically knew this without seeing his car. Unfortunately, I had to ask him
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not to drive until his problems got better. But you can see how the right side puts things
together.
The left side of the brain deals more with language and helps to analyze information
given to the brain. If you injure the left side of the brain, you're aware that things aren't working
(the right hemisphere is doing its job) but are unable to solve complex problems or do a
complex activity. People with left hemisphere injuries tend to be more depressed, have more
organizational problems, and have problems using language.
VISION--HOW WE SEE THINGS
Information from our eyes goes to areas at the very back of the brain. We've all seen
cartoons where the rabbit gets hit on the head and the rabbit sees stars. This can actually
happen in human beings (trust me, not a good thing to do at home!). If you take a hard enough
blow to the back of the head, this brain area bangs against back of your skull. This stimulates it
and you can see stars and flashing lights. Remember those two hemispheres? Each
hemisphere processes half the visual information. Visual information that we see on the left
gets processed by the right hemisphere. Information on the right gets processed by the left
hemisphere. Remember, wires that bring in information to the brain are "crossed"--visual
information from the left goes to the right brain.
MOVEMENT
The area of the brain that controls
movement is in a very narrow strip that goes
from near the top of the head right down along
where your ear is located. It's called the motor
strip. If I injure that area, I'll have problems
controlling half of my body. If I have a stroke in
the left hemisphere of my brain, the right side of
the body will stop working. If I have an injury to
my right hemisphere in this area, the left side of
my body stops working (remember, we have
two brains). This is why one half of the face
may droop when a person has had a stroke.
HEARING AND LANGUAGE
In the general population, 95 percent of people are right-handed, which means that the
left hemisphere is the dominant hemisphere. (For you left-handers, the right hemisphere is
dominant.) With right-handed people, the ability to understand and express language is in this
left temporal lobe. If I were to take a metal probe, and charge it with just a bit of electricity, and
put it on the "primary" area of my left temporal lobe, I might say "hey, I hear a tone." If I move
this probe to a more complex area of the temporal lobe, I might hear a word being said. If I
move the electrical probe to an even more complex area, I might hear the voice of somebody I
recognize; "I hear Uncle Bob's voice." We have simple areas of the temporal lobe that deal with
basic sounds and other areas of the temporal lobe that look at more complex hearing
information.
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The right temporal lobe also deals with hearing. However, its job is to process musical
information or help in the identification of noises. If this area is damaged, we might not be able
to appreciate music or be able to sing. Because we tend to think and express in terms of
language, the left temporal lobe is more critical for day-to-day functioning.
The vision areas and the hearing areas of the brain have a boundary area where they
interact. This is the area of the brain that does reading. We take the visual images and convert
them into sounds. So if you injure this area (or it doesn't develop when you are very young),
you get something called dyslexia. People who have dyslexia have problems that may include
seeing letters backwards or have problems understanding what written words mean.
SKIN SENSATION
If something lands on my left hand, this
information will be transmitted to the right side of my
brain. It goes to the area of the brain next to the area
that deals with movement. The tactile area of the
brain deals with physical sensation. Movement and
feeling are closely related, so it makes sense that
they are next to each other in the brain. Because
movement and tactile areas are located close to each
other, it is not uncommon for people with a brain
injuries to lose both movement and feeling in parts of
their body. Remember--tactile information from the
left side of the body goes to the right brain, just like
movement and vision.
FRONTAL
Controlling

LOBES--Planning,

Organizing,

The biggest and most advanced part of the
brain is the frontal lobe. (It's called the frontal lobe
because it's in the front part of brain.) One job of the
frontal lobe is planning. You have probably heard of
"frontal lobotomies." At the turn of the century, this surgery was done on people who were very
violent or who were in a psychiatric hospital because they were very agitated. Doctors used
surgery to damage this area of the brain. Following this surgery, people became very passive
and less violent. At first, scientists saw this as a great thing. Neurosurgery could stop
behavioral problems such as violence. The problem was that the patients stopped doing a lot of
other things. They didn't take care of themselves and they stopped many activities of daily
living. They basically sat there. In head injury, individuals with frontal lobe impairment seem to
lack motivation and have difficulty doing any task that requires multiple steps (e.g., fixing a car
or planning a meal). They have problems with planning.
The frontal lobe is also involved in organizing. For a lot of activities, we need to do step
A, then step B, then step C. We have to do things in order. That's what the frontal lobes help
us do. When the frontal lobe is injured, there is a breakdown in the ability to sequence and
organize. A common example is people who cook and leave out a step in the sequence. They
forget to add an important ingredient or they don't turn the stove off. I've met a lot of patients
who've burned or melted a lot of pans.
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Additionally, the frontal lobes also play a very important role in controlling emotions.
Deep in the middle of the brain are sections that control emotions. They're very primitive
emotions that deal with hunger, aggression, and sexual drive. These areas send messages to
other parts of the brain to DO SOMETHING. If you're mad, hit something or someone. If you're
hungry, grab something and eat it. The frontal lobes “manage” emotions. In general, the frontal
lobe has a NO or STOP function. If your emotions tell you to punch your boss, it's the frontal
lobes that say "STOP or you are going to lose your job.” People have often said to me "a little
thing will set me off and I'm really mad." The frontal lobes failed to stop or turn off the emotional
system.
On the other hand, we have talked about how the frontal lobes plan activities. The
frontal lobes may fail to plan for some types of emotion. For example, sexual interest involves
some level of planning or preparation. Without this planning, there is a lack of sexual interest.
A lack of planning can also affect the expression of anger. I've had some family members say
"You know, the head injury actually improved him, he's not such a hot-head anymore." If you
listen very carefully, you're also going to hear "he's not as motivated anymore." Remember, the
frontal lobe plans activities as well as controls emotions. Hope you enjoyed reading how your
brain works….. we will see other organs in the months to come.

OBITUARY

Rev. Fr. P. Susai (54), Rector of St. Joseph's College, died of a massive heart attack on Sunday
December 19, 2010. Fr. Susai had spent 33 years in the Society of Jesus and was ordained a
priest in 1990. He had held several administrative positions, including those of Controller of
Examinations and Warden in St. Joseph's College, and Vice-Principal in Loyola College,
Chennai. He was an inspiration to the community with his love and hard work. May his soul rest in
peace.
Department:
HISTORY
Qualification: MA, M.Phil
Date of Birth: 12-AUGUST-1956
Date of Appointment: 19-NOVEMBER-2007
Entered the Society of Jesus: 20.06.1977
Ordained Priest: 22.04.1990
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The Flat and Transparent World

Johnson S

1993 MCA

#1 "Mr. Gorbachev, Tear down this wall"
The Columbus messenger tried to see the reasons behind the flat and transparent world and found
the first reason as the fall of communism and the fall of Berlin Walls. In a speech at the Brandenburg
Gate commemorating the 750th anniversary of Berlin on 12 June 1987, Ronald Reagan challenged
Mikhail Gorbachev, then the General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, to tear down
the wall as a symbol of increasing freedom.

Fig: Map of the location of the Berlin Wall; Hole in the wall after first destruction.

Fig: Mr. Ronald Reagan speech on 6/12/1987; Germans standing on top of the wall, 1989; Short

section of Berlin Wall at Potsdamer Platz, March 2009
The Berlin Wall was more than 140 kilometres (87 mi) long. In June 1962, a second, parallel
fence some 100 metres (110 yd) farther into East German territory was built. The date on which the Wall
fell is considered to have been 9 November 1989 but the Wall in its entirety was not torn down
immediately. Starting that evening and in the days and weeks that followed, people came to the wall with
sledgehammers or otherwise hammers and chisels to chip off souvenirs, demolishing lengthy parts of it in
the process and creating several unofficial border crossings. These people were nicknamed
"Mauerspechte" (wall woodpeckers).
With the fall of Berlin wall, East and West Germans able to cross the borders without VISA and
felt the freedom. On 9 November 2009, Berlin celebrated the 20th Anniversary of the fall of the Berlin
Wall with a "Festival of Freedom" with dignitaries from around the world in attendance for an evening
celebration around the Brandenburg Gate. Indeed. to appreciate the far-reaching falttening efects of the Berlin
wall, it's always best to talk to Non-Germans and Non-Russians. The riple effect felt across all other countries
especially India. The first Indian Prime Minister Mr. Nehru sent a team of economist to Moscow. They came back
and said the country was amazing.
... Continue on next

